
 

 
 
LE PHÉNOMÈNE DE LA TRANSE 
 
Übersetzung von Französisch nach Englisch 
 
 
Prolougue: BACKGROUND AND FIELD 
 
Phenomenon  
that occurs in all latitudes,  
trance is in most cases related to music.  
 
Why oh Why 
Shall there be no doubt, 
but that's simply because music meets with people in trance. 
 
Look no lanyard 
Music is with in trance  
In the most moving and most contradictory Reports 
Here it triggers the contrary it's the calm.  
 
Sometimes thundering drums put the subject into a trance, sometimes it’s the very discreet rustle of a rattle.  
 
In some population it’s the instrument which produces this effect; in others it’s the voice.  
 
Some go into a trance while dancing, other remain lying. how acts music ? 
 
Physical or Moral Effect ? 
For proof of physical action is the song of Camels that make them tear.  
 
The rhythms are always used obstruction 5, 7 or 11, temporary, 
The pace at Four Times Square Eight have no hypnotic effect. 
 
Explanations, as seen, do not miss but none is fully satisfactory.  
  
Part 1: MUSIC - Effect on the human body 
Let’s take any subject hummmmmm a woman yes a girl, (thank you) 
what do we see? 
 
Let us place this body in an environment that stimulates, that stimulates, that sti-sti-over-stimulated, in which the 
subject is flooded.  
An environment made of sound, music and voice, sound, music and voice .... 
 
(It's a waltz) 
the sound enters through the ear, 
the heat through the skin, 
the smells of sweat infiltrate by the channels nasal 
 
Agitation, promiscuity, physical contact voluntary or forced 
all this creates a vertigo that you 'get under the skin from below to the top, you want to scream it’s physical, your 
all being is tensed, your breath is suspended and here is the effect of music 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Part 2: TRANCE  
 
This state of consciousness passenger or as the word itself suggests, transitional, this anormal state has two 
components; one psychological, the other cultural  
The trance is manifested by symptoms and behaviors  
specifics.  
 
 
series of signs  
raw expression and not a developed animal.  
 
The subject may "tremble, be traveled by shivers be taken of horripilation, faint / fall to the ground yawning / 
lethargy be taken / to be seized with convulsions,  
 
drool, have bulging eyes, drawing a huge language, be paralyzed by paralysis of limb paralysis or another,  
present thermal disorder (have cold hands as he made a heat-of torri;  
keep warm while it was extremely cold)  
be insensitive to pain, agitated TICS be blowing loudly, having staring, etc.. .  
 
Pipes, in turn, are manifested in general by the intensification of a faculty which is then "something 
extraordinary or surprising." "  
 
The trance is always a transcendence itself as a liberation resulting from increasing  
provision of a mental or physical  
brief  
an exaltation of self mutilating myself sometimes. " 
 
 
Part 3: POP CULTURE 
Some 
Of these symptoms 
these symptoms  
are recognized 
in the fans  
 
The scream expresses a liberation of the body 
crying, and a range bite 
gestures gestures mentioned above. 
 
The excitement of a concert creates 
this temporary state 
which is obtained 
in movement, 
noise, agitation as well as the presence of others. 
Fans die, they sweat, they fall 
In the exaltation, exalted exaltation of a concert 
 


